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1 Digital assistants for low-resource
languages

Digital assistants are becoming an integral part of
everyday life. However, commercial digital assis-
tants are only available for a limited set of lan-
guages1. Because of this, a vast amount of people
can not use these devices in their native tongue.
In this work, we focus on two core tasks within
the digital assistant pipeline: intent classification
and slot detection. Intent classification recovers the
goal of the utterance, whereas slot detection identi-
fies important properties regarding this goal (see an
example in Figure 1). Besides introducing a novel
cross-lingual dataset for these tasks, consisting of
13 languages, we evaluate a variety of models: 1)
multilingually pretrained transformer-based mod-
els, 2) we supplement these models with auxiliary
tasks to evaluate whether multi-task learning can
be beneficial, and 3) annotation transfer with neural
machine translation.

2 Data

For a long time, the Atis dataset (Hemphill et al.,
1990) was used as main benchmark for task-
oriented dialog tasks. It contains sentences from
phone queries about flight information. How-
ever, since digital assistants have become more
popular, focus has recently shifted to new do-
mains (Schuster et al., 2019; Coucke et al., 2018).
However, multilingual resources are scarce; the
dataset from Schuster et al. (2019) contains data
in Spanish and Thai (we refer to it as the FACE-
BOOK dataset). Very recently, Xu et al. (2020) have
introduced a translation of the Atis dataset into 8
languages. In this work, we focus on the multi-
linguality of digital assistant queries, and trans-
late more modern datasets (Schuster et al., 2019;

1As of March 2020, between 8 to around 20 lan-
guages: https://www.globalme.net/blog/
language-support-voice-assistants-compared/

Coucke et al., 2018) into 13 languages.
More specifically, we randomly sample 250 de-

velopment and 150 test sentences from each of the
datasets, and translate and annotate these to: Ara-
bic, Danish, German, Indonesian, Italian, Japanese,
Kazakh, Dutch, Serbian, South-Tirolese (a Ger-
man Southern-Bavarian dialect spoken in Northern
Italy), Turkish and Chinese. We had one trans-
lator per language, who was also responsible for
the annotation. All of our translators/annotators
have a background in Natural Language Processing
(NLP), are native speakers of the target language,
and we had a balanced male/female distribution.
During this annotation, we found some inconsis-
tencies in the FACEBOOK data, and since the anno-
tation guidelines where not publicly available, we
wrote new annotation guidelines and re-annotated
the English data as well.

Because we created new annotation guidelines
for the FACEBOOK data, we let three annotators
annotate the Dutch data. Their Fleiss Kappa
score (Fleiss, 1971) was 0.924, indicating a near-
perfect agreement. Common mistakes included
annotation of question words, inclusion of loca-
tions in reminders, and the exact scope of the spans.
We fixed the annotation after inspecting the dis-
agreements, and updated the guidelines.

Figure 1 shows the annotation for one sentence
in all our target languages. We believe that this
dataset contains a wide variety of language vari-
eties, thereby providing a varied sample of different
language phenomena.

3 Experiments

Baseline (BASE) We use MaChAmp (van der
Goot et al., 2020), a NLP model focusing on multi-
task learning implemented in AllenNLP (Gardner
et al., 2018), as a baseline model. MaChAmp can
exploit any HuggingFace embeddings (Wolf et al.,
2019) as shared encoder, and uses a separate de-
coder for each task. In this work, we will use
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da Indo-European Jeg vil gerne se spilletiderne for Silly Movie 2.0 i biografen

de Indo-European Ich würde gerne den Vorstellungsbeginn für Silly Movie 2.0 im Kino sehen

de-st Indo-European I mecht es Programm fir Silly Movie 2.0 in Film Haus sechn

en Indo-European I’d like to see the showtimes for Silly Movie 2.0 at the movie house

id Austronesian Saya ingin melihat jam tayang untuk Silly Movie 2.0 di gedung bioskop

it Indo-European Mi piacerebbe vedere gli orari degli spettacoli per Silly Movie 2.0 al cinema

ja Japonic 映画館 の Silly Movie 2.0 の上映時間を見せて。

kk Turkic Мен Silly Movie 2.0 бағдарламасының кинотеатрда көрсетiлiм уақытын көргiм келедi
nl Indo-European Ik wil graag de speeltijden van Silly Movie 2.0 in het filmhuis zien

sr Indo-European Želela bih da vidim raspored prikazivanja za Silly Movie 2.0 u bioskopu

tr Turkic Silly Movie 2.0’ın sinema salonundaki seanslarını görmek istiyorum

zh Sino-Tibetan 我想看 Silly Movie 2.0 在 影院 的放映

Table 1: Examples of annotation for all languages in our dataset with intent: SearchScreeningEvent, and
two slots: movie name and object location type . Includes information on language families from
Glottolog (Hammarström and Nordhoff, 2011).

mBERT (Devlin et al., 2019) and XLM15 (Con-
neau and Lample, 2019) as encoders2. We make
use of both the SEQ and the CLASSIFICATION de-
coders in MaChAmp simultaneously to model both
the slots and the intents.

Machine translation transfer (NMT.TRANSFER)
A commonly used approach is to translate the train-
ing data to the target language, map the annotation
and then train a target-language model. We use
the attention matrix to transfer the slot labels. This
approach generally leads to a competitive perfor-
mance (Schuster et al., 2019; Xu et al., 2020), but
it is computationally costly to train machine trans-
lation models, and it is dependent on the size of the
parallel data that is available. We use the Fairseq
library (Ott et al., 2019) with default settings and
use a combination of transcribed spoken parallel
corpora, i.e., IWSLT 2016 Ted talks (Cettolo et al.,
2016), Opensubtitles 2018 (Lison and Tiedemann,
2016)3, and Tatoeba (Tiedemann, 2012).

Auxiliary tasks We experiment with a variety
of auxiliary tasks to evaluate whether knowledge
about these task can transfer to improve on our tar-
get tasks. For these auxiliary tasks, we use target
language training data, and train simultaneously
with the slots and intents decoders. The batches
are mono-dataset, and we shuffle them on the batch
level. The number of batches per epoch for both
datasets is equal to the average number of batches

2the latter has only been trained on 5/13 languages
3http://www.opensubtitles.org/

mBERT XLM15
Model Slots Intents Slots Intents

base 61.00 72.91 32.05 54.15
nmt-transfer 44.13 88.22 41.85 85.08
aux-mlm 62.32 67.02 39.77 56.94
aux-nmt 56.29 69.62 23.88 46.37
aux-ud 54.81 54.97 37.10 46.82

Table 2: Results on the test data, average over all lan-
guages except English.

per dataset. We use three different auxiliary tasks:
• Masked Language Modeling (AUX.MLM): we use
the target language data from nmt.transfer,
and mask words using the strategy from Devlin
et al. (2019).
• Machine Translation (AUX.NMT): we use the data
from NMT.TRANSFER, and use a recurrent neural
network decoder with attention.
• Universal Dependencies (AUX.UD): We train on
four tasks (UPOS, lemma, morph. tags, and de-
pendency) of the Universal Dependencies (Nivre
et al., 2020) simultaneously. We manually picked
one treebank per language.

4 Results

Results (Table 2) show that for intents, the base-
line and nmt-transfer are hard to beat. When hav-
ing seen all target languages during pre-training
(mBERT), only AUX-MLM is a beneficial auxiliary
task, however for unseen languages also AUX-UD

outperforms the baseline.
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